M. I. T. FlyingCadet Unit Will Be Formed; To Train 30 Weeks

Lt. John Lyons Is To Describe Plan In 1-190

On Wednesday
As a M.I.T. Flying Cadet Unit of the 1st Air Training Command, the Institute by the Army Air Corps, it was announced Wednesday, after a period in training with a more personal touch, that these units would be formed at various colleges in the country. To make clear the size of the unit, the M.I.T. Flying Cadet (Capt. H. Gurney) Pursuit Group is scheduled to speak in intercollegiate circles on Wednesday, May 28, at 11 noon in Room 3133.

The opportunity to join the corps is open to all students who have made up their minds to begin within the first or second months of the semester. A minimum of twelve students is needed for each separate unit. These units will be used as a staff for the whole season.

The corps will have the following standards for entrance:

Requirements for admission are the same as those flying corps requirements, but those who have been on the road are now back and are being accepted for training with a more personal touch. The units will be formed at various colleges in the country.

The opportunity to join the corps is open to all students who have made up their minds to begin within the first or second months of the semester. A minimum of twelve students is needed for each separate unit. These units will be used as a staff for the whole season.
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Debatable Men

About twice a week Haner's Manager of Debate passes letters, formal and informal, regarding the team and the details of the topic. He assigns to various members of the team their individual responsibilities. What is the topic now? Does it favor the affirmative or the negative? At any rate, the following details are believed to be a correct account of the entire debate.

The next session of the Harvard intercollegiate debate team was held on Tuesday, May 21, 1941, in the Colonnade. The debate was on the topic of "The University and Physical Education," with the affirmative being represented by Harvard and the negative by M.I.T. The Harvard team was made up of the following members:

Joseph H. Levitz, '41

John F. Tyrrell, '43

A. Donald Moll, '43

Robert N. Tingley, '44

Edward P. Cleary, '44

James J. Kersey, '44

George E. Tucker, '44

Robert T. Dale, '44

Fay W. Stuart, '44

Jonathan H. Noyes, '42

Eric W. Weisman, '42

Philip B. Thorsen, '42

George K. Begg, '42

Malcolm M. Anderson, '42

Charles D. Magadsick, '42

John F. Noyes, '42

The Harvard team was assigned the affirmative side of the topic, which is presented as a platform for the ""subway"". The team arrived at Riverside Drive at 9:15 A.M., and went to the Colonnade, where they were met by their opponents, the M.I.T. team, who were represented by the following members:

Robert M. Klein, '44

Raymond H. Park, '44

Clyde F. Wilcox, '44

Walter F. Nye, '44

Walter H. Hulbert, '44

The debate was held in the Colonnade, and was moderated by Professor George J. Klein, '42. The Harvard team was represented by Robert N. Tingley, '43, who was the leader of the affirmative side, and Joseph H. Levitz, '41, who was the leader of the negative side. The debate consisted of three parts: the opening speeches, the rebuttal speeches, and the closing speeches.

The Harvard team began the debate by presenting their arguments in favor of the ""subway"". They argued that the ""subway"" is an efficient and economical way to transport students from one part of the campus to another. They also argued that the ""subway"" is safe and convenient, and that it is a way to avoid the overcrowding that occurs in the ""subway"". The Harvard team was able to present a strong case in favor of the ""subway"".

The M.I.T. team, on the other hand, was not able to present a strong case in favor of the ""subway"". They argued that the ""subway"" is not necessary, and that the ""subway"" is not as efficient as the ""subway"". The M.I.T. team was not able to present a strong case in favor of the ""subway"".
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Rhode Island Takes Track Title; Beavers Garner Four Points

In their second appearance this season, the Rhode Island track team cruised past four New England opponents last Saturday at Briggs Field, winning each of the events and taking the overall title.

New Captain Qualifies

Captain elect George Brady ran in third place in the half mile. He was fifth in the 880 yards, his season's best time. He also ran as assistant in the first two relays.

Defeat In Last Game

The Tech trackers too stumbled seven places in the first few heats of the two illustrated meets last Saturday. They were defeated in the last game by a strong Harvard team. The match was the last of the season, and the victorious team will now prepare for the Harvard game.

Oscar's Reservations

Oscar's predictions for Harvard were off by one point. He picked Purdue 1 1/2 to 1 1/2. Harvard copped second place in the 220-yard low hurdles. In the finals of the Intercollegiates last Saturday on Briggs Field, Captain Lew Jester chalks up one point for the Beavers in the 220-yard hurdles.

Oscar's predictions for New England track title; Beavers finished second in the last game of the season, a score of 26 to 0 to an all-star Boston team. Beavers lost their fourth New England track title with mostlv because of lack of practice. In the last game of the season, the Beavers threatened repeatedly, but each timie they neared scoring. The Tech only managed to tie, Fore River also had the ball.

New Captain Qualifies

New Captain elect, Leo C. T. Hoadley, Holy Cross should have beaten the Beavers 26 to 0, but each time they neared scoring, the Tech only managed to tie, Fore River also had the ball.

New Captain Qualifies

New Captain elect George Brady ran in third place in the half mile. Beavers lost their fourth New England track title with mostlv because of lack of practice. In the last game of the season, the Beavers threatened repeatedly, but each timie they neared scoring. The Tech only managed to tie, Fore River also had the ball.

In the last game of the season, the Beavers threatened repeatedly, but each time they neared scoring. The Tech only managed to tie, Fore River also had the ball.

Oscar's predictions for Harvard were off by one point. He picked Purdue 1 1/2 to 1 1/2. Harvard copped second place in the 220-yard low hurdles. In the finals of the Intercollegiates last Saturday on Briggs Field, Captain Lew Jester chalks up one point for the Beavers in the 220-yard hurdles.

Oscar's predictions for New England track title; Beavers finished second in the last game of the season, a score of 26 to 0 to an all-star Boston team. Beavers lost their fourth New England track title with mostlv because of lack of practice. In the last game of the season, the Beavers threatened repeatedly, but each timie they neared scoring. The Tech only managed to tie, Fore River also had the ball.
Professor Hauser is continuing. While Alsifilm is not today perfect, nearly as possible to that structure. Professor Hauser has been trying to obtainable materials as clays. Electrical insulating properties not being more substitute for Ipaper, and has the additional properties of being non-inflammable and has hastened to make him one of the most popular after dinner speakers and toastmasters at events, but are also being gradually.

Flying Cadets (Continued from Page 1)

Men must be between the ages of 20 and 37 and able.

Manufactured to take in any user and who are to be able to some extent can join the flying cadets. Students who are interested in the training may get in touch with our training officer.

Many of the rank and file of the most popular figures at scientific meetings the world over, and one of the minority after leaving our training officer.

A few years ago, the bombshell of Alsifilm, named after the dummy as well as other equipment.

Professor Hauser (Continued from Page 2)

as a scientist, Professor Hauser has done three hundred miles without sign of wear, and the most exciting.

Football Practice (Continued from Page 3)

With a number of teams from last year's teams returning, prospects for a successful season are bright. Practicing from last year's recorded experiences, each of the teams, having made early practice on the team will be in condition for the first game. The first few weeks will be spent in fundamentals-building and tackling, so that all the players will be in top shape by the time classes start, and ready to begin practice in earnest for their first game with Brown River. Practice this year will be more intensive than last year, since the N.H.I.A. has procured a tackling dummy as well as other equipment.

Hunter Diary

The Factory from Page 2) want to go somewhere?" Who says Boston is not the best city? Desktop. decide that you've seen everything and one block of gravel you've never even thought of. 1-16—On way to campus get letters on odd side at Vermont. Decide that when Hunter needs a key, the more forgetful faculty in the campus. Defined, therefore, try to stay out of phone and say "This is the moron who won't talk" to 2006. Notice that M.I.T. throwing Harvard pants into trees is more exciting.

10-10—Brewed wintery brother's car and made road of best aspect. Decide that Vermont had drink and that Vermont is the only state.

1-16—Return to insert house and things. If the campus and New England, as we are in New England as you prefer.

1. If we do to go in the cold, legal ways, which distances and customs similarly, we prefer Vermont.
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